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And my mom haven't even read the book, and also really hated Katie. A sequence of romantic moments follow their meeting, but Katie doesn't want to tell Charlie about her illness just yet. But ugh.. That's not to say it's a copy at all because it really isn't. Also felt very sorry for her, Katie being so selfish all the time, and Morgan just has to deal with it.
I hate her. But he just feels so unrealistic to me. - Jack (the dad) should get his own book._____________________________❖REST OF THE SERIES:Stand-alone (thank god.)✶✶✶Thanks for reading! Have a great day, go eat ice cream. I am not going to promise you a happy ending, but a wild ride of adorably awkward dates, some great female friendship,
caring parents, melancholy and a tad of broken heart. PRODUCT ✫✬ 2/5 STARS ✭✫Genre: Young Adult> ContemporaryWOW: The ending.EW: This.. She is so stupid. This is his ﬁrst main role in a movie and I think he has incredible potential. Have you read the book? He's such a beautiful person. I really don't care about him. But when i did got
invested, it all seemed to be over in seconds. I just went to my mom to talk about this, how bad of a child Katie was. But still, im not the a big fan of the story. I could cry for him. Charlie Reed:The love interest. Morgan:The best friend. Before I leave you with the trailer, I just want to say that I really appreciated that little definition and the provided
links to explain XP at the end of the book. The pacing seemed well chosen for the progression of the story and never seemed too rushed. It’s also not a very long read, which is something I gravitate more towards when my schedule gets busy. This movie had that lovely, teenage romance feel, with the thread of a serious illness running through. sooo
cheesyyyyy____________________________✗Little notes: - I hate Katie. I hope to see Patrick in more films soon and it was lovely to see Bella in a movie, because the last thing I saw her in was Shake It Up! If you like YA romance books or teen films, then I'd definitely recommend this. I had a movie night with my mum last night. A lot of it felt cliché or
stereotypical, for example the mean girl that remains a mean girl for a century and becomes personified evil just because she is jealous of the seemingly perfectly adorkable but hot MC. I also loved the use of music and I adored the casting. It is a really easy read, and the writing is not bad at all. I'm ashamed to say that I haven't read the book (This is
the second time I've had to admit that I've watched a film before reading the book, which I hate) but I really want to after seeing the film, to see how it compares. It's just a poor rip-off of Everything, Everything plot, and the Romance from The fault in our stars. It's that typical girl, that thinks the world is all about her, and really only cares about
herself without knowing she does. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. But now on to the actual content! To me, it felt like Everything, Everything meets A Walk to Remember but a tinsy bit less emotional? The characters were cute and relatable teens with dreams and aspirations of how they and their love might change the world. We went to the cinema
to see Midnight Sun, which I have wanted to see since I first saw the trailer months ago. It was also great to see Rob Riggle as Katie's dad in this movie as I think he's a great actor. Really. I really dislike this book.__________________♥The Characters:Katie Price (Main-character:I hate this girl. I won't say anything else about the storyline because I want
you to see for yourselves. AND THE END? That's the biggest reason why i hate the main-character. She is a realistic person. She knows him as the boy who skateboards past her window everyday, but he doesn't know anything about her, including her illness. OMG. I also thought that Patrick Schwarzenegger was fantastic. Altho, the movie was kinda
good. Don’t get me wrong, I liked the book a lot, but I just think that there was more room for depth and character development. As they challenge each other to chase their dreams and fall for each other under the summer night sky, Katie and Charlie form a bond strong enough to change them – and everyone around them – forever. insta love, not
original story...POV: First-pov > GirlLOVE TRIANGLE: NopeROMANCE: YesDO I SHIP IT: No i don't care.INSTA LOVE: Yes.... I never felt so sorry for a parent in a book. I prefer a little more reasoning and nuance with my villains. As in alsmost perfectly close. If that doesn’t bother you, I am sure you will enjoy this sweet love story. And the end? Are
you interested in checking it out? But the romance... It isn’t until after nightfall that Katie’s world opens up, when she takes her guitar to the local train station and plays for the people coming and going. Also, while I get that the lonely girl trapped in her house enjoys people watching and will inevitably develop crushes on reoccurring faces, please
don’t ever normalise stalky behaviour as cute. Because the reason why i ended like that, is so stupid. More then once.. So i do want to see the movie. I'd watch it again now if I could. Despite the seemingly heavy topic, I mostly had a lot of fun reading this book. Admittedly, there were some rather cringey exchanges at times, but I never took them too
seriously and therefore could laugh through them. So, if you like Everything, Everything (which i do not really) and dumb ass romance? The two could still differ from one another, but looking at the trailer it looks exactly the same. They clearly stated that they may have taken a couple liberties (e.g. how fast it progresses in Katie’s case) but they also
showed that they have done their research and wanted to portray it as accurately as possible. But enough from me, here’s the trailer: Fazit: 3/5 stars! A really great and fast read that could have used some more depth. She spends a lot of time in her room, being home-schooled, playing her guitar and looking out of her bedroom window, which is when
she spots Charlie for the first time. If he was real, he would have been a awesome dude. I hated it until page 180. Katie (played by Bella Thorne) has spent her life behind the safety of special windows, only being able to go out at nighttime, because she has XP - an extreme sensitivity to sunlight that can cause serious problems for her, including
almost-immediate cancer. I happily give this film: I've seen so many negative reviews for this film, but I absolutely loved it. I am not sure that’s the case here. Charlie (played by Patrick Schwarzenegger) meets her at the train station one night, when she's playing guitar. a cringey moment. Bleh.Jack Price:This is Katie's dad. Bella Thorne is in it, and
she is great. Let me know what you thought of it. don't have more to say about this 'Zoe' -----In General: mweh_____________________________❀TV-SHOW OR MOVIE?So the reason i read it, was because it's been turned into a movie, which you can see on the bigscreen now. Confined to her house during the day, her company is limited to her widowed
father and her best (okay, only) friend. So unreal. Please don’t hold me accountable for that info, but from what I gathered online, the movie is based on a Japanese film from the year 2006 and therefore they wrote the book for the American movie. ...more Again, I understand that this is a very particular situation, but I just want to point out that the
person on the receiving end should always be a bit wary if they notice tendencies like that. She's a great friend. You can visit Trish at trishcook.com. I hated Katie the most, because she was a selfish dick to her dad and her best friend. Now, to read the book. And what she did at the end, i.. poor dad. It is definitely for fans of Everything, Everything
and The Fault in our Stars because they are of the same genre and some aspects of the plot are similar too. I felt like that reading the book, the whole freaking time. Let’s talk! Seventeen-year-old Katie Price has a rare disease that makes exposure to even the smallest amount of sunlight deadly. So, here's what I thought of this movie, starring Bella
Thorne and Patrick Schwarzenegger... Bella was perfect as Katie, showcasing her talent just like she did when I first saw her on Disney Channel. or its affiliates Publisher: Poppy Page Count: 272 Usually when I talk about books and movies in one post, the movie came AFTER the book. He's my favorite part of the book, no doubt. just.. And Katie broke
his heart. USDHFJSHFJSGHJKEZoe Carmichael:Typical mean girl. I really wished Trish Cook had found a another way for the ending to be like it is. Well, let me say this.. For me, he was perfectly cast. The ending is the only good thing about this book, and it's not even that good. She dreams of being on The Amazing Race, but the closest she ever
came was getting to the final round of casting for I Survived a Japanese Game Show (and unfortunately did not survive that last casting cut). I absolutely adored the casting. I guess this is one of the rare occasions where you wouldn’t have to read the book before watching the movie? F*** her. This is for you. So yeah... The moment he meets Katie, is
just.. Are you going to watch the movie? All of that is well and fine, except that it never truly hit home on the emotional component with me. Charlie Reed is a former all-star athlete at a crossroads in his life – and the boy Katie has secretly admired from afar for years. And again, the end, Katie just f*** Morgan too. Holy shit Katie, you won a award. It's
just a poor rip-oﬀ of Everything, Everything plot, and the Romance from The fault in our stars ✫✬ 2/5 STARS ✭✫Genre: Young Adult> ContemporaryWOW: The ending.EW: This.. :'( __________________ ✎Review:"A heartbreaking tale of love, loss and one nearly perfect summer - perfect for fans of The Fault In Our Stars and Everything,
Everything."That, that's it. Oh no, kidding. I really didn't care. I loved the plot of this film. In her spare time, she’s a runner, rower and wannabe guitarist. ughh.. She just wants to be a normal teenager. This book did one thing different. When he happens upon her playing guitar one night, fate intervenes and the two embark on a star-crossed romance.
I saw the trailer after i read the book, and i does looks like its follows the book. Gosh, when i finished the book, i really didn't know how i felt. UPDATE:I’ve seen the movie, it’s realllyyyy close to the book. Have you read Midnight Sun or seen the movie? By clicking ‘Sign Up,’ I acknowledge that I have read and agree to Hachette Book Group’s Privacy
Policy and Terms of Use Trish Cook is the author of six young adult novels, including Outward Blonde, Notes from the Blender and A Really Awesome Mess.
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